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Quick Read (click on company names to jump to summary)

Week 1
• Apache - reducing Alpine High activity from 5 rigs to 2; deferring Q4’19 completions to 2020
• Callon - acquiring Carrizo; still touting larger pad development
• Centennial - potential SWD disposal sale may give CDEV’s production the stimulus it needs
• Chesapeake - added "going concern" language in filings; big 2020 capex drop from 2019
• Chevron - 2020 guidance slightly down but no change to production guidance
• Cimarex - Permian still the favorite with no rigs currently in Anadarko, costs per foot down 20% from 2018 
• Comstock – dropping to 6 rigs from 9 in early 2020 after Covey Park acquisition
• Devon - solid Delaware results, PRB, and STACK; Barnett sale seems imminent 
• Diamondback - operational hiccups lead to missed oil estimates; 2020 activity flat with 10% growth
• Encana - changing their name to “Ovintiv Inc.” and establishing corporate domicile in US
• EOG - costs falling, strong oil results, capital efficiency improving, premium inventory growing
• Exxon - finished the quarter with 55 rigs in the Permian; appetite for M&A where it competes for capital
• Gulfport - non-op spend running hot, so divesting non-op assets to make up for it
• Jagged Peak - merging with Parsley to help the combined operator to achieve low-cost oil growth
• Laredo - new management executed on small Howard acreage; expecting higher oil going forward
• Marathon - Less capital and less oil growth in 2020, but higher allocations to Eagle Ford and Bakken
• Oasis - continues to harvest FCF from Williston for development mode in Delaware
• Occidental - $3.6B vanishing from APC and OXY proforma plan in 2020
• Parsley - buying Jagged Peak; 2020 will have 15% less capital and 10% more oil than the sum of the two 
• Pioneer - facilities and D&C savings allow for 5% less spend in 2019 capital; 3% higher production
• SM - rock star-quality Rockstar wells (Howard County), results call for more capital allocation going forward
• Whiting - more out of Sanish and Foreman Butte in 2020; infrastructure in ND to ease constraints soon
• WPX - 5-year plan released that hits all key themes in the industry
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• Over halfway through earnings season, it feels slightly monotonous to say that an operator is increasing 2019 production guidance 
with less or narrowed capex – because everyone is doing it. This is likely due to several reasons. When 2019 plans were first 
announced, they were conservative. It was a volatile time for prices and valuations, and everyone was afraid of the dreadful 
outspend. This past quarter, as activity has come down, so have costs. Almost all operators are reporting decreased costs through 
increased efficiencies, decreased cycle times, and decreased service costs. Will it continue into 2020? EOG management says that
service costs are “pretty much at a low” and we shouldn’t “expect to see much further cost reductions on the service side.” 
Diamondback mentioned that as the activity level continues to slow down in the Permian, they expect continued service cost 
reductions. WPX also sees the momentum in 2020 for costs to decrease, especially in a $50-$55 WTI environment.

• CEO Macro Views: 

• Mark Papa (CDEV) – Believes US is going to be in a growth-challenged environment from 2020 to 2030. Growth is going to 
be considerably less than what most people are forecasting, and there will be disappointments across the board with 
individual company production growth. The shale plays are not going to be as prolific as people are alleging

• Scott Sheffield (PXD) – With the free cash flow model everyone is adopting, private equity consolidation, and ensuing 
reduction in activity – coupled with low prices, stained balance sheets, and parent child relationships – the CEO is more 
optimistic about 2021-2025 oil prices, and is under the belief that we are probably at the bottom end of the oil price cycle. 

• Travis Stice (FANG) – “We expect the downward trajectory [of the US rig count] to continue with frozen capital markets, 
tighter lending conditions, and the search for free cash flow sector-wide. All of these conditions will put continued pressure 
on US production growth numbers, and expectations for 2020 US production growth needs to calibrate lower, all of which will 
potentially support oil prices pending demand growth.”

• Despite many operators beating capex and production guidance or modifying it in a positive direction (more production with less 
spend), prices are still slashing away at bottom lines and valuations. Chesapeake just added “going concern” language to their 
filings.  Oxy is getting heat from investors for debt levels. M&A activity like Parsley/Jagged Peak generally has limited premiums. As 
2020 plans are being released, many have a “Preliminary” title in front of them. Many preliminary plans have flat to less capital. As 
we turn the corner on the year, if oil, gas, and NGL prices stay where they are, and financials worsen, we are likely to see additional 
reduction in planned activity-levels.

• Chevron, Exxon, Oxy, and Centennial all answered questions from analysts regarding the upcoming US election and potential 
hydraulic fracturing ban. The Delaware players were asked to convey exposure to federal leasehold. Chevron, for example, only has 
10% of their unconventional Permian acreage on federal land. Oxy has 20% in NM and 1% in the DJ; and Centennial has 5% or 
4,000 net acres; Exxon kept their numbers to themselves. Mark Papa believes the process behind the imposed ban (getting to the 
courts, taking legislation, getting both houses of Congress to pass it, etc.) would turn into a long, drawn-out fight that would take 3-5 
years before the ban would get enacted. Papa believes that it would be one of those campaign promises that would never actually 
get enacted.

Key Takeaways
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Apache Corporation (NYSE:APA) 

Enverus Reflection
Apache beat production estimates across the board, on track with spend, and 

announced a $150M annual savings plan. The company’s Alpine High deferred gas 
production is back in business now that Waha prices have lifted, but continued 
weakness in gas and NGL prices is forcing the delay of several Q4 completions to 
2020.

Speaking of 2020, plans for next year are anticipated to be 10% to 20% below 
this year’s program of $2.4B, which will set the company up for free cash flow over 
their dividend while allowing the funding of a multiyear debt reduction program. All this, 
with modest oil production growth – more details to come in February.

Key Highlights
• Production of 451 MBoe/d, adjusted excluding Egypt was 391 MBoe/d, exceeding 

upper end of guidance; US production 6 MBoe/d ahead of guidance at 266 MBoe/d

• Spent $590M of capex, on track for $2.4B original guidance

• Announced organizational initiatives targeting operational efficiencies and annual 

cost savings of at least $150M

• Permian averaged 10 rigs and completed 47 wells; production in the basin has 

been modestly impacted by some unplanned downtime and completion schedule 

delays, which resulted in an adjustment of Q4’19 guidance of Permian oil volumes 
of 100 MBoe/d

• 3 rigs in Midland and 20 TILs

• 2 rigs in Delaware (not in Alpine High) and 9 TILs; and 5 rigs and 15 TILs in Alpine 

High; volumes previously deferred due to low Waha prices returned to production in 

August and September

• Reduced Alpine High drilling activity to 2 rigs and chose to defer Q4’19 completions 
into 2020; reduction in activity results in a 5% decrease to Alpine High production 

guidance

Map: Wells sized by Prac IP Daily BOE, Completed within past 5 years, Active Rigs, Last 90-day 

Permit Heat Map, Apr 2019. Other graphics sourced from investor presentations.

Overview
Investor Relations
#5 oil & #6 gas producer in Permian

http://investor.apachecorp.com/events-and-presentations
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Enverus Reflection
Callon highlighted their shift to larger pad development on the call, which brings forth 

operational efficiencies and cost savings. The scaled development enhances Callon’s 
reasoning for their acquisition of Carrizo, which is demonstrated in the slide to the right.

Despite the typical pushback from some shareholders for this acquisition, it doesn’t 
seem like it will end up falling through. Assuming it goes through, what will their 2020 

program look like? Callon previously released limited 2020 directional guidance that 

included a relatively flat capex guide, near the sum of both operators’ 2019 programs. 
However, things could change. The preliminary guidance does not reflect the deflation in 

the market or Callon’s continued operational efficiency improvements. We will look out for 
clarity on 2020 late this year or early next year.

Key Highlights
• Production up 8% YoY to 37.8 MBoe/d

• Reduced capex by 13% during Q3’19 to $116.4B, maintaining 2019 capex targets 
within the previously lowered guidance range

• TILed large multi-interval, multi-pad projects in Midland and Delaware with strong initial 

performance from both

• Drilled 12 wells and TILed 16

• Announced $300M to $400M of targeted asset monetizations to improve leverage 

ratios and improve absolute debt

• FCF in Q4’19 with CRZO acquisition offering an accelerated path to FCF in 2020 and 
corresponding debt reduction

Map: Wells sized by Prac IP Daily BOE, Completed within past 5 years, Active Rigs, Last 90-day 

Permit Heat Map, Apr 2019. Other graphics sourced from investor presentations.

Overview
Investor Relations

#24 oil producer in Permian

Callon Petroleum (NYSE:CPE)

https://ir.callon.com/
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Centennial Resource Dev. (NASDAQ:CDEV) 

Enverus Reflection
Capital efficiency is the name of the game for Centennial, and the company has been 

laser-focused on it in the second half of 2019, reducing well costs by 22% more than initially 

planned. On top of cost deflation and decreased cycle times, the company has 

implemented a water recycling program in Lea County, with more plans to implement 

another in Texas in early 2020, which helps save on completions and LOE costs. With the 

help of these cost savings, the company was able to maintain original capex while raising 

their full-year volume target for the second time this year.

Regarding 2020, CDEV conveyed that a 30% debt-to-capital ratio is a hard guideline 

and is a constraint to the program they decide to move forward with. Monetizing or selling 

midstream assets such as processing or water infrastructure is something that CEO Mark 

Papa never did with EOG. With the potential outspend CDEV is facing in 2020, one way to 

solve that is by selling SWD assets. Therefore, the company may unwillingly sell those 

assets to appeal to investors, which would allow for a more appealing 2020 program 

showcasing production growth.

Papa is always good for a quarterly macro fundamental view on the market on his 

calls. This quarter, the CEO revised his previous estimate of 2020 US oil growth. He now 

expects YoY growth to be 400,000 Bbl/d, down from his previous estimate of 700,000 Bbl/d. 

Both estimates have been considerably below consensus expectations. Rationale for this 

limited growth is the shift to capital discipline, but even more so the shift to Tier 2 and 3 

locations and increasing parent and child wells in the Permian.

Key Highlights
• 2020 guidance didn’t include capex or production
• Investigating monetizing SWD assets

• Reduced rig count to 5 from 6 in early September; spud 21 instead of 23 that were 

initially planned in the quarter, which demonstrates efficiencies such as a 23% reduction 

in spud-to-rig release

• Spent $212M in capex, down from $237M last quarter

• Borrowing base reaffirmed; $120M outstanding in $800M elected commitments

• Expanded sweet-spot inventory after two co-developed delineation tests in Upper WCA 

and Third Bone Spring Sand; it is the company’s southernmost test to date in Third 
Bone Spring Sand in Reeves

Map not shown due to relevancy of slides

Overview
Investor Relations

#21 oil & #18 gas producer in Permian

http://ir.cdevinc.com/
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Chesapeake Energy Corp. (NYSE:CHK) 

Enverus Reflection
Chesapeake’s new “going concern” language clouded results on the call, which 

mainly touted successful integration of Brazos Valley and reaffirmation of 2019 guidance.
2020 plans were released and came well below consensus expectations. Consensus 

expected next year’s capital plan to be slightly less than CHK’s for this year, which would 
have landed it around $2B. Instead, the company released a capex range of $1.3B-$1.6B, 
a significant decrease from 2019 plans of $2.1B-$2.3B. This plan assumes 10% less G&A 
and production, while being free cash flow neutral, and continues to focus on its shift to a 
heavier oil-weighted portfolio. Despite 10% less total production, Chesapeake still 
anticipates flat oil production. 

The inclusion of the red flag filing language sent the stock tumbling. Chesapeake is 
hoping recent strong operating performance and lower capital in 2020 will help prevent any 
credit downgrades in the near term. And as 2020 maturities approach, we will likely see 
Chesapeake attempting to pull levers or sell assets to help pay off near-term notes.

Key Highlights
• Q4’19 oil production expected to increase 10% over Q3’19 levels
• PRB well costs down 10% YTD; first Niobrara well drilled and completed since 2014 

produces more than 100 MBo in first 87 days
• Exchanged $693M of senior notes and $40M of preferred shares for 316 million 

common shares at an average discount of 25%, reducing annual interest and preferred 
dividend payments

• 2020 expecting flat oil production YoY, utilizing 10 to 14 rigs with capex of $1.3B to 
$1.6B, contingent on commodity prices

• Capex of $640M in Q3’19; higher YoY because of more spuds, completions, and TILs
• Brazos Valley – currently 4 rigs; TIL 25 wells in Q3’19, including 14 were in the last 5 

weeks of the quarter; 21% decrease in well costs per foot; new production record in 
October Eagle Ford – Q3’19 volumes were expected to represent the low for the year 
due to timing of development plan; currently running 5 rigs in South Texas and TILed 
47 wells, 46 in August and September; 41 expected in Q4’19

• PRB – Reduced cycle times by 25% YoY and D&C costs by 10% per well or $800K 
through the first 9 months of 2019; Turner has been primary focus, but the company 
recently placed first Niobrara online, which showcased strong production results

• Marcellus – wider spacing, reduced cycle times, and fit for purpose modern 
completions have resulted in lower capital requirements and 6 wells achieving 24-hour 
rates between 60 MMcf/d and 85 MMcf/d

Overview
Investor Relations

#2 oil & #8 gas producer in Eagle Ford

#1 gas producer in Haynesville

#1 gas producer in Appalachia

#4 oil & #4 gas producer in Anadarko

Map: Wells sized by Prac IP Daily BOE, Completed within past 5 years, Active Rigs, Last 90-day 

Permit Heat Map, Apr 2019. Other graphics sourced from investor presentations.

http://investors.chk.com/presentations
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Chevron Corporation (NYSE:CVX)

Enverus Reflection
Chevron continues to generate strong free cash flow in 2019, despite weaker 

upstream commodity realizations. Specific 2020 expectations will be announced in 

December, but we know the company is leaning toward the range of $18B to $20B. 

CVX also reaffirmed previous capex guidance of $19B to $22B for 2021 through 2023. 

This means Chevron is implying that capex could be lower next year by up to 

$2B. We won't know officially until December, with more clarity coming during Q4 

earnings. As for now, they are sticking with their production guidance, so potentially 

less capital with no change to production translates to more efficiencies.

Key Highlights
• Upstream realizations caused a ~$1.8B hit to earnings when compared to the same 

quarter a year ago

• Capital in the 9 months ended was $14.5B, slightly below their ratable

• Q3’19 oil-equivalent production up 3% from a year ago, attributable to higher shale 

production in Permian as well as Big Foot and Hebron

• YTD production is up 5% higher than 2018, consistent with earlier guidance of 4%-

7%

• 10% of Permian unconventional acreage is on federal land

Map: Wells sized by Prac IP Daily BOE, Completed within past 5 years, Active Rigs, Last 90-day 

Permit Heat Map, Apr 2019. Other graphics sourced from investor presentations.

Overview
Investor Relations
#6 & #7 oil and gas producer in Permian
#11 & #17 oil and gas producer in Appalachia

https://www.chevron.com/investors
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Cimarex Energy Company (NYSE:XEC)

Enverus Reflection
Cimarex highlighted the strong production growth, upward revision of 2019 

production, and downward revision of 2019 capex. The company continues to focus 

mostly on the Permian, allocating 88% of D&C in the basin year to date, with no rigs 

running in the Mid-Con. 

The initial 2020 outlook has capital flat to slightly down, with a continued focus on 

Permian oil growth. With cycle times trending the way they are in the industry; we wouldn’t 
be surprised to see Cimarex with less capital and more production growth next year given 

recent commentary on costs.

Key Highlights
• Exceeded high end of oil-equivalent guidance; grew oil production 8% sequentially to 

89.7 MBbl/d; bumped up FY 2019 boe production guidance, up 3% from prior midpoint

• Capital guidance lowered; D&C now $1.1B-$1.15B, down $50M at midpoint; 2019 

spend allocated to 86% in Permian and 14% in Mid-Con

• TILed 96 gross, 21 net wells, 5 in Mid-Con (52 gross), and 16 in Permian (44 gross); 

Q4’19 estimated 11 net wells with 44 net wells waiting on completion at year-end

• Currently operating 8 rigs in Permian, none in Mid-Con

• D&C YTD has been $507M in Permian out of a total of $578M; 2019 Delaware plans 

focusing almost entirely on Wolfcamp, with Culberson and Reeves the favorites; very 

active in Culberson with Chevron as a big partner

• E&D capex of $296M, $211M of D&C

• SWD assets reducing operating expenses

• Cost reductions have dropped generic Reeves County 2-mile Wolfcamp A AFE to 

$9.3M to $11.8M; that range is down $700K from the estimate on the last call, $1.1M 

from the estimate earlier this year, and $1.6M from the estimate last year

• Cost per foot in the Permian, including all necessary costs to bring a well online, 

drilling, stimulation, facility, and flow-back cost, and implies a 20% reduction over that 

same metric that we saw in 2018

Map: Wells sized by Prac IP Daily BOE, Completed within past 5 years, Active Rigs, Last 90-day 

Permit Heat Map, Apr 2019. Other graphics sourced from investor presentations.

Overview
Investor Relations

#5 oil & #5 gas producer in Anadarko

#10 oil & #2 gas producer in Permian

https://www.cimarex.com/investor-relations/overview/default.aspx
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Comstock Resources, Inc. (NYSE:CRK) 

Enverus Reflection
Comstock is full steam ahead after the Covey Park acquisition, already acquiring 

another small private company for bolt-on acreage purposes.  Their hedging program and 

solid well results helped save the quarter amid the low gas prices.

The company is expecting a drop in rigs from 9 to 6 in early 2020. The focus will be 

on free cash flow, and with that will come 6-8% combined production growth. This plan 

should have no trouble reaching solid free cash flow, especially given recent well cost 

reductions, and we expect CRK to allocate that cash toward improving debt metrics.

Key Highlights
• Closed on sale of Covey Park on July 16

• Combined company Haynesville production up 34% in Q3’19 from Q3’18
• Q4’18 to Q4’19 well costs per foot down 19%
• G&A of $30M is half of combined Covey Park and Comstock

• Will consider potential divestitures of non-core assets in order to pay down debt and 

improve current liquidity

• Acquired a privately held company with Haynesville properties in DeSoto Parish, LA 

with 12.7 net future drilling locations, 75 gross (20.1 net) producing wells, and 12 

MMcfe/d in exchange for 4.5M shares

• Estimating $145M spending in Q4’19 on development activities and $500 for the year, 

down from $538M estimate released in August.

• Since last update, Comstock reported on 23 new Haynesville wells with initial IPs of 25

MMcf/d

• 2020 – Reduce Haynesville rigs from 9 to 6 rigs beginning early 2020 with a capital 

budget of $475M; will focus solely on Haynesville, and expects to drill 62 wells and 

complete 18 wells drilled in 2019; 6-8% production growth over proforma 2019

Map: Wells sized by Prac IP Daily BOE, Completed within past 5 years, Active Rigs, Last 90-day 

Permit Heat Map, Apr 2019. Other graphics sourced from investor presentations.

Overview
Investor Relations

#1 gas producer in Haynesville

http://phx.corporate-ir.net/phoenix.zhtml?c=101568&p=irol-irhome
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Devon Energy Corp. (NYSE:DVN)

Enverus Reflection
Devon raised production guidance for the third time this year, with no change to 

capital plans, and production in the Delaware is up 59% since this time last year. The 

most significant contribution to volume growth was 15 new wells in the Leonard shale in 

the Delaware with hot IP30 rates. The highlight out of the PRB was 8 successful Niobrara 

appraisal wells, and this good news will translate to more appraisal activity in 2020, 

focusing on the oil fairway of the play. Timing in the Eagle Ford didn’t allow for any new 
wells, but 25 wells will turn online in Q4, bringing 50-55 MBoe/d of production online in the 

Gulf Coast. The STACK asset is expected to generate $370M of free cash flow in 2019 

after recently redirecting some capital away from the area.

The Barnett divestment seems imminent, as the company is currently progressing 

with negotiations from multiple bids received in September. 

Lastly, the original 2-year plan outlined in February included just over $4B of capex 

between 2019 and 2020. Oil production remains on track with that original plan, but costs 

and efficiencies have now allowed the company to guide $3.6B, saving $400M of capital.

Key Highlights
• FCF of $56M

• Executed $100M midstream transaction in Delaware, where Devon will contribute 

gathering system and compression assets in the Cotton Draw area to the partnership 

with QL Capital Partners, LP

• Sale process of EOR project in the Rockies is ongoing

• Reduced share count by 28% since 2018

• Raised FY’19 oil production guidance for the 3rd time this year

• No change to 2019 capital plan

• Redeemed $1.5B of debt with cash, no maturities until late 2025, and $4.3B of debt 

Delaware production up 59% YoY to 127 MBoe/d – the most significant contributor 

was new well activity in Leonard shale, with 15 wells with average IP30s of 2,200 

Boe/d with 70% oil and $7.5M well cost

• Reduction in capital spending in Q3’19 due to timing of completions in Delaware and 
Eagle Ford and lower activity in STACK

• Preliminary 2020 outlook of $1.7B-$1.9B designed for ultra-low breakeven pricing, with 

7%-9% oil growth and 6%-8% share reduction vs. 2019 Map: Wells sized by Prac IP Daily BOE, Completed within past 5 years, Active Rigs, Last 90-day 

Permit Heat Map, Apr 2019. Other graphics sourced from investor presentations.

Overview
Investor Relations

#2 oil & #2 gas producer in Anadarko

#11 oil & #12 gas producer in Permian

#5 oil & #7 gas producer in Eagle Ford

#2 oil & #5 gas producer in Powder River

https://investors.devonenergy.com/investors/default.aspx
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Diamondback Energy Inc. (NASDAQ:FANG)

Enverus Reflection
Diamondback has narrowed capex and narrowed production guidance after Q3 

despite stubbing their toe and missing on several metrics, including oil production 

expectations. Several anomalous factors contributed to the miss, such as selling off 

some CBP assets, completing gassier wells, and offset frac activity in Howard County, 

one of FANG’s most active and highest oil cut fields. The company assures these events 
are atypical and they will model more conservatively going forward, and they also 

reiterate that these operational challenges are not changing the strategy at 

Diamondback. Other issues included an increased amount of produced water and co-

development across more productive zones, which resulted in lower first-year oil 

production per pad. It was a perfect storm of missing oil expectations. The company 

seems to have learned their lesson and will forecast conservatively going forward, and 

2020 production guidance now includes only oil guidance rather than total.

With the frozen capital markets, tighter lending conditions, and search for free cash 

flow sector-wide, the company expects continued pressure on production growth 

expectations in the industry, and the necessary recalibration to lower activity. Their 2020 

plans reflect that notion, with capital relatively flat to where they will land this year. We 

will watch out for next quarter’s earnings to see whether the company sticks with this 
preliminary plan. We expect a downward revision if prices worsen.

Key Highlights
• Spent $825M and TILed 88 wells; production up 133% YoY to 287.1 MBoe/d
• Narrowed 2019 capex guidance to $2.85B-$2.9B from $2.725-$2.950B; narrowed 

production guidance to between 281 and 282 MBoe/d
• 2020 guidance of $2.8B-$3.0B with implied production growth of 10%-15% from 

midpoint of 2019 anticipated oil and total production; DC&E of $2.45B-$2.6B; plan 
includes running 20-23 rigs and completing 320-360 wells averaging 9,700 ft. (more 
than 10% lateral footage than 2019)

• Diamondback believes it can maintain flat exit 2019 to exit 2020 production with 15 
operated drilling rigs and ~$1.7B of DC&E capital, assuming current service costs

• Repurchased $296M shares of common stock, and has purchased 20% of the board-
approved program so far

• Average well costs 15% lower than FANG’s costs prior to the Energen acquisition
• The frac hits in Howard County had a 24-well pad completed to the east of them, with 

a frac crew on site for 2.5 months, which hit 12 MBoe/d for the quarter, 8 MBoe/d net 
Map: Wells sized by Prac IP Daily BOE, Completed within past 5 years, Active Rigs, Last 90-day 

Permit Heat Map, Apr 2019. Other graphics sourced from investor presentations.

Overview
Investor Relations

#5 oil producer in Permian

http://ir.diamondbackenergy.com/
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Encana Corporation (NYSE:ECA)

Enverus Reflection
Encana has decided to establish corporate domicile in the US, which allows for 

more index exposure and larger pools of investment. The company is also changing 
their name to Ovintiv Inc. 

Add Encana to the list of operators that are exceeding production volumes while 
maintaining production guidance. Their lower costs and increased efficiencies are 
helping on that front.

In the 2020 outlook, Encana is clearly prioritizing free cash flow (some of which 
will be dedicated to the balance sheet), but also competitive liquids growth – which we 
have seen since their Newfield acquisition 1 year ago. Because of the cash flow 
priorities, the company seems willing to pull back in a circumstance where prices 
worsened from where they are today, and any additional cash flow will continue to go 
to the balance sheet. Lastly, there is no intention to return to the 13-rig count they had 
running at the start of the year. Instead, management hinted that rig counts will be 
where we are today, or maybe slightly higher. 

Key Highlights
• Raised 2019 production outlook while maintaining original capital guidance and 

reducing costs

• Forecast for annualized G&A savings increased to $200M, up from original target of 

$125M

• STACK pacesetter well costs under $6M, with 90-day cycle times driven by 

increased completion efficiencies

• Completed 2019 share buyback program of $1.25B, reducing share count by 13%

• 4-rig program in Permian focused on cube development; recent well results in 

Howard County contribute to strong Q3 production; realized an 11% reduction in 

cost per lateral foot sequentially

• Q3’19 capex of $566M, completed sale of Arkoma assets and exit of operations in 
China; proforma capex to be $2.8B, which is in line with previous guidance

• $230M FCF YTD with continued generation in Q4’19 (excludes acquisition and 
restructuring costs)

• Liquids growth in 2020 to be modest single-digit growth

Map: Wells sized by Prac IP Daily BOE, Completed within past 5 years, Active Rigs, Last 90-day 

Permit Heat Map, Apr 2019. Other graphics sourced from investor presentations.

Overview
Investor Relations

#10 oil producer in Permian

https://www.encana.com/investors/
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EOG Resources Inc. (NYSE:EOG) 

Enverus Reflection
EOG added 2 new zones and over 1,700 new well locations with help from the 

Wolfcamp Middle (M) and the Third Bone Spring zones. Well results of both zones are 
strong and slightly gassier. 

Efficiencies have allowed them to drop to 36 rigs from 40, their original 2019 
estimated average, and continue to estimate completing 740 wells this year. The 
company does not expect to decrease rig counts any further in 2019, and 2020 growth will 
depend on oil prices. Management says that production growth is slowing in the industry, 
but that is certainly not the case for EOG. They will still deliver mid-teens production 
growth, dividend growth, and substantial free cash flow at $55 WTI. 

The company continues to be excited about their exploration program, where they 
are currently leasing and testing over 10 different basins across all divisions, focused 
primarily on oilier plays with higher rock quality. It seems maybe next quarter they will 
have more information on those efforts.

Key Highlights
• Expanded lineup of premium plays by adding Wolfcamp M and Third Bone Spring; 855 

drilling locations in WC M and 615 in 3rd BS
• Has completed 6 WC M wells total and 2 during 2019: the Green Drake 16 Fed Com 

#759H completed in Lea County with a 30-day IP of 4,165 Boe/d with 2,145 Bo/d; the 
State Correa #3H was completed  with an IP of 2,800 Bo/d in Reeves

• Has completed 50 Third Bone Spring wells, including 10 in 2019; 2 this quarter had 
strong results with IP 30s of ~2,800 Boe/d

• Reported $2B of discretionary cash flow in Q3’19; spent $1.5B and dividend payments 
of $166, which leaves FCF of $377M

• Gas agreement with Cheniere labeled “interesting and innovative” by an analyst; it is a 
15-year deal starting early 2020, gradually increasing from 140,000 MMBtu/d to 
440,000 MMBtu/d; price for the 140,000 will be based on Platts Japan Korea Marker 
(JKM), and remaining will be priced at Henry Hub

Map: Wells sized by Prac IP Daily BOE, Completed within past 5 years, Active Rigs, Last 90-day 

Permit Heat Map, Apr 2019. Other graphics sourced from investor presentations.
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#7 oil producer in DJ

#1 oil producer in PRB

http://investors.eogresources.com/Investors
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Exxon Mobil Corporation (NYSE:XOM)

Enverus Reflection
Exxon finished the quarter with 55 rigs in the Permian and 10 frac crews. Volume 

growth relative to Q3’18 was 72% higher, or 123 MBoe/d, and is almost at 300 
MBoe/d. “We’ve only drilled a few hundred wells, with a well inventory in excess of 
8,000,” according to management. The company touted their ability to utilize their own 
unique competitive advantages like scale, technology, using reservoir modeling, 

bringing drilling engineers from all over the world, etc. 

With 10 crews running currently, the plan was to exit the year with 16. Seemingly 

ahead of schedule in the Permian, Exxon confirms that their efficiencies mirror the 

industry’s continued increase in production with fewer rigs. This is a result of increased 
productivity, longer laterals, and more effective rigs.

There was a considerable elaboration on M&A on the call. XOM just sold their 

Norway assets for $4.5B, contributing to their $15B divestment program, and the 

company maintains a strong balance sheet. They seem open and willing to any 

opportunity that high-grades the portfolio, one that can compete for capital over current 

successful Permian and Guyana positions. 

Key Highlights
• Liquids production up 6% YoY to 131 MBbls/d, driven by strong growth in the 

Permian; the company remains on track to meet full-year target of 4 MMBoe/d

• FCF of $2.9B for the quarter with moderately lower investments and higher cash 

generation on the quarter

• Permian grew 123 MBoe/d, up 72% YoY; averaged 293 MBoe/d per day

• Expects 10% returns at $35 oil

• Permian currently has 55 net rigs and 10 crews

• $15B divestment program by 2021

Map: Wells sized by Prac IP Daily BOE, Completed within past 5 years, Active Rigs, Last 90-day 

Permit Heat Map, Apr 2019. Other graphics sourced from investor presentations.
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#2 gas producer in Fayetteville

#3 oil & #17 gas producer in Haynesville

#5 oil & #4 gas producer in Williston

#5 oil & #9 gas producer in Permian

https://corporate.exxonmobil.com/en/company/investors
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Gulfport Energy Corp. (NASDAQ:GPOR)

Enverus Reflection
Gulfport achieved considerable free cash flow this quarter, which all came 

according to plan after the front-half-weighted program in 2019. We can expect more 
of the same next quarter in terms of cash flow generation.

Gulfport’s non-op spend was on track to be higher than anticipated this year, so 
the company now has intentions to monetize certain non-op Utica interest to land them 
in their previously announced guidance range.

In 2020, the company will continue to focus on generating neutral to positive cash 
flow (neutral at $2.60/MMBtu) without production as a target. This plan, unlike this 
year, will have steady rig programs instead of a first-half-weighted program. More to 
come next year on 2020 color.

Key Highlights
• Production of 1,527 MMcfe/d during Q3’19
• Q3’19 FCF of $103.4M 
• Production estimated to land at midpoint of previous guidance
• D&C of $423.7M and non-op D&C of $72.6M
• Non-op D&C has been higher than anticipated; the company intends to recover a 

portion of non-op D&C through monetization of certain non-op Utica interests in 
Q4’19, which will land GPOR within previously announced guidance range of 
$565M-$600M

• Utica – drilled 2, TILed 16 wells; 1 operating rig running in the play
• SCOOP – drilled 1 well; 1 operating rig running in the play
• YTD spud to rig release of 18.6 days in Utica and 54.5 in SCOOP
• Although GPOR has a strong balance sheet, they repurchased $105M worth of 

debt at $80M

Map: Wells sized by Prac IP Daily BOE, Completed within past 5 years, Active Rigs, Last 90-day 

Permit Heat Map, Apr 2019. Other graphics sourced from investor presentations.
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#9 gas producer in Appalachia

https://ir.gulfportenergy.com/
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Jagged Peak Energy Inc. (NYSE:JAG)

Enverus Reflection
Jagged Peak released limited news on the quarter after entering an agreement to 

merge with Parsley Energy. The company highlighted a 20% reduction in well costs per 

foot from 2018 number, and capex came 17% below guidance.

The company was formed in April 2013 by Quantum Energy Partners and the 

management team of Quantum-funded Ute Energy, which sold its assets in the Uinta 

Basin to Crescent Point Energy for $861 million in November 2012. 

Jagged Peak completed a moderate IPO in early 2017, although a tough market 

forced it to slightly downsize the offering and price just below the expected range. 

Quantum retained majority ownership and as of 12/31/18 owned 68.6% of Jagged Peak’s 
outstanding common stock.

The deepening lackluster market for E&P shares likely contributed to the decision by 

Quantum and management to merge with a premier low-cost Permian producer that has 

committed to increasing shareholder return from rising free cash flow generation.

Quantum Energy Partners is the majority owner of both Parsley and Jagged Peak,  

which likely further boosted the attractiveness of Jagged Peak as a takeout candidate and 

simplified getting the sale approved.

Key Highlights
• Spent $185M on the quarter, development expenditures of $167M, 17% below 

company guidance; drilled 19, completed 25

• Coriander project was company’s first 6-well co-development project; average laterals 

of 8,535 feet and average DC&E per lateral foot of $1,090

• Reduced DC&E costs to $1,160 per lateral foot in the third quarter, a 20% reduction 

from 2018

• Combined company’s rigs will drop from 16 to 15 and capital will be about $300M less 
than the sum of both 2019 programs

Map: Wells sized by Prac IP Daily BOE, Completed within past 5 years, Active Rigs, Last 90-day 

Permit Heat Map, Apr 2019. Other graphics sourced from investor presentations.
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#30 oil & #47 gas producer in Permian

http://investors.jaggedpeakenergy.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=254481&p=irol-irhome
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Laredo Petroleum Inc. (NYSE:LPI)

Enverus Reflection
Laredo had their second quarter with the new CEO in town, Jason Pigott. The 

company just announced a significant acquisition of Howard County acreage in the 

Midland, and joins the likes of Parsley, Occidental, SM, and Callon, who have bought oily 

assets near that asset in recent years. And it appears the refreshed management team is 

willing to buck trends by announcing material A&D at a time Wall Street is focused almost 

entirely on cost controls and cash flow. Their stock price didn’t react as much as one 
might expect given current market sentiment around any transaction, down only in line 

with the XOP index. Pigott told investors that “we do not expect this transaction to be a 
unique occurrence” and that continued expansion of the 120-well position will be like 

“loading a conveyor belt full of these opportunities.”
The company will finance the $130M transaction through their current $823B in 

liquidity, including $805M available under their $1B revolver. That will boost their current 

42% debt-to-capital ratio to 45% (35% industry average), but Laredo expects to maintain 

their current 1.7 x EBITDA/interest ratio over the long term as they repay the increased 

debt from free cash flow.

Key Highlights
• Laredo will begin drilling in Howard County in Q1’20, with a plan to develop the new 

acreage as 16-well packages consisting of 4 Lower Spraberry and 12 Upper/Middle 

Wolfcamp wells; the first package is expected to be completed in Q3’20
• Produced 27,830 Bo/d, exceeding oil guidance for the quarter by 2%

• Generated $48.9M of FCF and reduced the credit facility by $50M

• Completed 12 wells in wider spacing program; spent $79M and $68M of D&C

• 95% of anticipated oil production hedged at a floor of $60.42

• 120 locations in new Howard acreage doesn’t include Cline drilling

Map: Wells sized by Prac IP Daily BOE, Completed within past 5 years, Active Rigs, Last 90-day 

Permit Heat Map, Apr 2019. Other graphics sourced from investor presentations.
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#28 oil & #14 gas producer in Permian

http://investor.laredopetro.com/investor-overview
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Marathon Oil Company (NYSE:MRO)

Enverus Reflection
Marathon’s big highlights this quarter were the acquisition of a $185M Eagle Ford 

play and a new exploration play in Texas Delaware. The Eagle Ford acquisition adds to 

the company’s contiguous Shiner development area in Lavaca County, coring up 79 long 
lateral well locations. It is near the acreage Penn Virginia bought from Devon in 2017, and 

slightly northeast from the northern most portion of BP’s legacy BHP acreage. The Texas 
Delaware acreage was purchased with a low entry cost, and the company will dedicate 1 

rig there in 2020 for appraisal. Marathon has drilled 2 wells targeting the Woodford zone 

already, which have shown solid IP rates with 48% oil and 78% oil between them.

The company’s third quarter also saw substantial success in well cost savings out of 
the Eagle Ford, Bakken and Northern Delaware, which has contributed to the $298M of 

free cash flow year to date.

After reiterating a $2.4B 2019 budget, MRO hinted that 2020 capital will decrease 

and oil growth will moderate, but the Eagle Ford and Bakken will hold a higher capital 

allocation. We look forward to more results on the two acquisitions next year.

Key Highlights
• FCF of $81M, YTD organic FCF to $298M – all post dividend

• $300M YTD share repurchases and $122M dividend payments

• US oil production up 17% YoY

• Q3’19 development spent of $646M, $2.4B capital budget unchanged
• Established new Texas Delaware oil play with 60K net acres at low entry cost of 

$2,400/acre; two wells show strong oil, low water cut, and shallow decline

• Texas Delaware acquisition is Marathon’s second exploration play now in addition to 
the LA Austin Chalk the company added in 2018 (which they just signed formed a joint 

venture with Equinor and farmed out 25% interest)

• Agreed to buy 18,000 bolt-on Eagle Ford acres, which cores up 70 future drilling 

locations in high return area

• TILed 35, 30, 19, and 10 wells online in the Eagle Ford, Bakken, Oklahoma, and 

Northern Delaware

• Eagle Ford costs per foot declined 10% below 2018; Bakken well costs averaged 

$4.9M each (down 20% from 2018), and Northern Delaware well costs per foot were 

also 20% below 2018 average
Map: Wells sized by Prac IP Daily BOE, Completed within past 5 years, Active Rigs, Last 90-day 

Permit Heat Map, Apr 2019. Other graphics sourced from investor presentations.
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#7 oil & #4 gas producer in Anadarko

#4 oil & #5 gas producer in EF

https://ir.marathonoil.com/?_ga=2.246648580.1089581765.1550182357-1950834606.1550182357
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Oasis Petroleum Inc. (NYSE:OAS) 

Enverus Reflection
Oasis promoted lower costs and efficiencies on the call, the combination of the two 

provided strong opportunities for free cash flow and debt reduction. The company already 

significantly reduced $125M of that debt this quarter through of asset sale packages out of 

the Williston and better crude differentials. 

Q4’19 should show strong revenues as over 80% of the remaining 2019 estimated 
oil production is hedged at a weighted average floor of $66/bbl. The company continues to 

use the Williston to harvest free cash flow as they transition to development mode in the 

Delaware.

We remain curious about the potential sale of OMP, and whether that can rid of 

Oasis’s debt worries.

Key Highlights
• Positive FCF during the quarter and YTD and continue to expect to be FCF positive for 

the E&P business

• Reduced Oasis credit facility debt by $125M to $406M

• Divested upstream assets in various packages in Williston, $41M in cash proceeds

• Spent $143.5M in E&P capex after spending $202.1M in Q2’19 and $165.7M in Q1’19
• $406M of borrowings under $1.3B credit facility at quarter end, the total facility recently 

decreased $50M in it’s fall redetermination
• Executed final agreements for the dedication of certain Delaware acreage to OMP via 

the Panther DevCo

• Divested various Williston asset packages for $41M, which helped debt reduction

• Last two-mile laterals drilled in Delaware had spud to rig release in 23-27 days

Map: Wells sized by Prac IP Daily BOE, Completed within past 5 years, Active Rigs, Last 90-day 

Permit Heat Map, Apr 2019. Other graphics sourced from investor presentations.
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#7 oil & #5 gas producer in Williston

https://www.oasispetroleum.com/investors/
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Occidental Petroleum Corporation (NYSE:OXY)

Enverus Reflection
With the Anadarko deal done, Oxy has been scrambling to prune their assets to 

reduce debt. They completed the sale of Mozambique assets and shed ownership interest 

in Plains – which helped them reach the low end of their $10B-$15B divesture goal. 

Western Midstream Partners is their next potential target for a sale, and we continue to 

watch to see if Oxy can find a buyer for Anadarko’s legacy midstream assets in Colorado.
Details on 2020 and even 2021 capital plans were released, despite Oxy normally 

holding off until Q4 earnings calls to disclose yearly budgets. The $5.3B-$5.5B in capital 

will deliver 2% production growth and is $3.6B less than Anadarko and Oxy’s combined 
2019 capital budgets. Looking back to when Oxy acquired APC, they previously 

mentioned they would lower capex by $1.5B, and lower production from 10% growth to 

5% growth. They clearly have taken a step further in their efforts to slow activity. Not 

permanently, however, the following year’s production will pick back up to 5% with $6.6B 
of capex. 

$3.6B in capital reduction stems from both activity reduction and synergies. Not only 

is Oxy decreasing in production growth from 10% to 2%, but they are also reducing wells 

costs by $3.1M on each well in TX Delaware, $900K per well in NM, and $600K per well in 

the DJ. 

Key Highlights
• Completed Anadarko acquisition on August 8

• Completed $3.9B sale of Mozambique and divested Plains interests for $650M

• Repaid $4.9B of debt including all 2020 maturities; returned $600M to shareholders

• Merger-related transaction costs and debt financing fees of $969M in the quarter

• Continue to evaluate alternatives that could result in the deconsolidation of WES, 

Anadarko’s Western Midstream Partners assets
• Permian Resources production will grow 5% in 2020, with 5 rigs in NM, 6-7 in legacy 

APC, and 3-4 in Midland Basin JV; 3 operated rigs in DJ

• Base decline rate of 25%

• At $35 WTI, Oxy’s 2020 program would generate a double-digit return

• 2021 will have 5% production growth in 2021, with a capital budget of $6.6B

• 2019 capex, excluding Africa, is on track to spend within combined budget of $8.6B

• 150 synergy initiatives will lower well costs by $3.1M per well in TX Delaware and 

$600K in DJ Map not shown due to relevancy of slides

Overview
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#1 oil & #4 gas producer in Permian

https://www.oxy.com/investors/Pages/default.aspx
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Parsley Energy Inc. (NYSE:PE)

Enverus Reflection
Parsley tightened capex guidance and increased oil production guidance after 

recently announcing the acquisition of Jagged Peak. The company touted their delivery of 

more footage and more oil production for less capital, and management seems 

particularly pleased with Delaware cost structure. 

Preliminary 2020 plans include capex of $1.6B-$1.9B, proforma to the JAG 

acquisition, which is only ~$300M more than where Parsley's 2019 spend is expected to 

land. The plan uses 15 rigs and 4-5 crews on average, and 5 of those 15 rigs will be in the 

Delaware. JAG plans to spend ~$635M this year, which means this transaction will take 

out about $300M of spending from the Permian from 2019 levels.

The acquisition of Jagged Peak dramatically boosts Parsley's operations in the 

Southern Delaware Basin, where the company has reported a more than 20% decrease in 

costs since Q3’18. The company says its high efficiency will translate into $20-$40 million 

in savings from Jagged Peak’s current costs on its acreage.

Key Highlights
• Announced acquisition of Jagged Peak Energy for $2.27B

• Positive FCF in Q3’19
• Tightening 2019 capex guidance from $1.40B-$1.49B to $1.40B-$1.47B; increasing 

production guidance from 85-86.5 MBo/d to 86.4-87.4 MBo/d

• Spent $318M during the quarter, $273M for D&C; spud 34 wells and TILed 35 (5 Del, 

30 Midland) with average WI of 95% at 10K ft. average completed length

• 2020 guidance lowering capex by 15% with the combined company but showing 10% 

oil growth

Map: Wells sized by Prac IP Daily BOE, Completed within past 5 years, Active Rigs, Last 90-day 

Permit Heat Map, Apr 2019. Other graphics sourced from investor presentations.
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http://www.parsleyenergy.com/investors/events-and-presentations/default.aspx
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Pioneer Natural Resources (NYSE:PXD)

Enverus Reflection
Pioneer showcased strong production and free cash flow on the quarter. Production 

guidance is revised up 3% while the top end of capex is revised down 5% (or $150M). Cost 

savings were attributable to facilities savings ahead of schedule and an efficient drilling and 

completions operations.

The company didn’t provide much detail on 2020, but the company has previously 
stated publicly that they will add 2 or 3 rigs per year to sustain a mid-teens growth rate. 

Pioneer is also adding a rig in November 2019 to set themselves up for 2020 growth. 

Despite the increased activity, the company believes that facilities expenses will fall further. 

Therefore, their plan would still imply about $3.3B capex, which is slightly under consensus 

expectations, according to one analyst on the call, but about $225M higher than midpoint of 

2019 guidance.

Key Highlights
• Q3’19 production near top end of guidance, Boe/d came in above guidance
• Q3’19 D&C of $595M, 75 TILs 
• G&A savings of $100M ahead of schedule

• Realized $2/Bbl increase to price realizations because of firm transportation; has 

realized incremental cash flow of $279M YTD with $46M in Q3’19
• Releasing official guidance in early February, but PXD has stated they will add about 2 

or 3 rigs per year to achieve mid-teens growth rate; expecting a large reduction in 

facilities expenses, but additional rigs and cost savings still imply a capex budget of 

$3.3B in 2020

• 2020 will have 30% improvement in cycle times YoY; company previously targeted 21-

23 rigs, now aiming for 21 and currently at 18

• Adding a rig in November to set up for 2020 program

• Reduced top end of 2019 capital program by 5% or $150M while increasing midpoint; 

now sits at $3.05B-$3.1B, funded within cash flow of $3.4B; 21 rigs running and 5 rigs in 

southern JV area with 290 total TILs

Map: Wells sized by Prac IP Daily BOE, Completed within past 5 years, Active Rigs, Last 90-day 

Permit Heat Map, Apr 2019. Other graphics sourced from investor presentations.
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#3 oil & #6 gas producer in Permian

http://investors.pxd.com/investor-presentations
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SM Energy Company (NYSE:SM)

Enverus Reflection
SM reported production up and production costs down, with capital unchanged in 

their Q3’19 release. The news was accompanied by good operational news, including 
two robust Austin Chalk wells and 11 wells out of Rockstar, the company’s Howard 
and Martin County acreage.  Rockstar continues to bring solid wells to the table, this 

quarter bringing 11 wells with 1,180 Boe/d with 90% oil cuts. The acreage Laredo just 

acquired borders a large contiguous portion of SM’s Rockstar area, which  SM 
acquired from Rock Oil in 2016.

The company has been putting efforts into oily drilling inventory in South Texas 

and continues to focus on that going forward despite conveying that Midland would 

own a high percentage of capital allocation going forward. 

So with the focus on oilier South Texas operations and rock star-quality Rockstar 

wells, it seems SM is focusing on oil cuts more than ever. If it weren’t for some drilling 
obligations, the Midland would seem to have an even larger share of the capital 

allocation.

Key Highlights
• Revised total production up (flat sequentially and up 11% YoY)
• Revised LOE and transportation cost down
• Rockstar DC&E costs down to $700/ft.
• 2 Austin Chalk wells averaged more than 800 Bbl/d peak IP30 rates
• Running 6 rigs, 2 crews
• 10% reduction in D&C costs through lower sand costs, lower fluid volumes, and 

lower pumping costs, lower chemical, ancillary services; confident that 10% 
decrease will be achieved next year as well

• Free cash flow will begin in Q4’19, and SM will begin improving per-share metrics 
through debt reduction; we can expect leverage to trend down in 2020

Map: Wells sized by Prac IP Daily BOE, Completed within past 5 years, Active Rigs, Last 90-day 

Permit Heat Map, Apr 2019. Other graphics sourced from investor presentations.
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Whiting Petroleum Corp. (NYSE:WLL)

Enverus Reflection
Whiting struggled last quarter with constrained oil rates because of tight gas 

processing in North Dakota. Their 2019 plan was modified around the constraint risks 
and timing was adjusted of well cadence. Despite adverse weather this quarter, that 
production plan was reaffirmed with a narrowed guidance range as Q3 capital landed 
on the low end of the quarterly guidance.

NGLs are congested on both the processing side and pipeline capacity in the 
basin, which lead to lower realized pricing in the quarter, but the expansion of 
gathering system, new gas plants, and Elk Creek NGL pipeline will improve pricing 
over the next couple months. 

In 2020, the company is shifting some activity to Sanish and Foreman Butte with 
the recent success they have seen in the areas and capital spent in the area to 
maximize full scale development.

Key Highlights
• Capex of $225M including $22.6M of non-op D&C below low end of company 

guidance range

• Anticipating FCF in Q4’19
• Maintained credit facility commitments of $1.75B

• Tendered $300M and repurchased $100M of near-term debt maturities at a 4.7% 

discount

• Reaffirmed 2019 production guidance with a tighter capex range of $810M-$830M

• Running 4 rigs going into Q4, but dropped one crew to reduce activity going into the 

winter

• Successfully expanding Sanish Field infill with better child wells than parents

• Foreman Butte performance exceeding expectations, wells have produced 2.5 

times greater than initial wells in the unit

• 40% decline in water hauling cost in North Polar area, expecting a total LOE 

reduction of 10%-15% in 2020 from 2019 levels (saving $35M-50M over the year); 

$50M of G&A savings also expected

Map: Wells sized by Prac IP Daily BOE, Completed within past 5 years, Active Rigs, Last 90-day 

Permit Heat Map, Apr 2019. Other graphics sourced from investor presentations.
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WPX Energy, Inc. (NYSE:WPX)

Enverus Reflection
WPX pushed off their 2020 plan to be disclosed in the next couple of months. 

The quarter treated them well operationally, increasing Q4’19 production guidance 4% 
from last quarter. The Delaware contributed to strong gas growth with solid Third Bone 
Spring results, and cost reductions added to the capital efficiency. 

There was heavy focus on base decline rate as WPX conveyed their efforts to 
reach a base decline of 30% or lower. WPX is seeing a 45% decline in 2019, with 
expectations to reach 40% by 2020.  Once the decline reaches a comfortable level, 
WPX plans on adding a dividend and reducing leverage with free cash flow. 

Key Highlights
• Oil volumes up 11% sequentially to 108.6 MBbl/d
• Q3’19 capex of $264M, $40M of FCF, 30% growth in oil YoY
• $100M of cash flow expected in H2’19; sustainable cash flow at $50 WTI for 2020 

and beyond
• Exit rate initially forecasted to be 5% to 10%, but now at 15%
• Continue to see momentum for cost decrease
• 45% base decline in 2019 will be 40% in 2020
• 5-year vision includes buybacks, dividend targeting 2% yield, base decline of 30% 

or lower, FCF yield targeting 7% to 10%, leverage to 1.0x and double-digit ROCE
• 2020 FCF at $50 WTI

Map: Wells sized by Prac IP Daily BOE, Completed within past 5 years, Active Rigs, Last 90-day 

Permit Heat Map, Apr 2019. Other graphics sourced from investor presentations.
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